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Abstract 
Karush--lZ uhn--Tucker (KKT) systems are linear system~ with coefficient rnatrices of 
t.he form 
,,IH A 
0 ) '  
where H is symmetric A normwisc structured backward error for K KT systems is 
defined, and a computable formuht of the structured back~ard error i~ obtained. Simple 
examples how that the structured backward er,'or may ,~e arbitrarily klrgcr Ihan the 
unstructured ones in the worst case, and a stable algo..,'ithrl for solving KKT systems is 
not necessarily strongly stable. Consequently, the computabhr formula of the structured 
backward error may be uset'ul for testing the :,trong s~ability of practical algorithms h~r 
solving KKT systems. © 1999 Elsevier Science inc. All rights reserved. 
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I. introduclion 
Consider the problem of solving the structured linear system 
~.4T 0 y C 
for x and y, where H E ~#,,×m is symmetric, .4 E ~#'~", x, b E .~", and y, c E .~". 
This system is called a Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) system, or an augmented 
system, or an equilibrium system [I,6,9]. The set of all (m + n) × (m + n) ma- 
trices of the same form as the coefficient matrix of Eq. (!. 1) will be denoted by 
")¢//'111 ' ti" 
The KKT system (I.1) arises in many applications (See [1,5,6,8,12,15]); for 
example, the system ( I. I ) represents the first-order necessary conditions for the 
solution of the equality constrained quadratic programming problem 
i T minimize 5x Hx-  hrx 
- (1.2) 
subject o .4rx = c, 
and problems like Eq. (1.2) arise in many fields of study. 
The KKT system (I.1) has been investigated by many authors. See, e.g., 
[!,2,5.8] for numerical algorithms. 
For sim.plicity, we ~fite the KKT system ( ,  1) as 
A/= = d, 
wJlcr¢ 
(,, . . ) ,  (x) (,.) 
M= .41 t) c ,,,,. :=  , d= . ( I .3 )  
.1' £:' 
All algorithm fgi" solvir(,, Eq. ( 1.1 ) is defined to be normwise backward stable if 
~4, and for ,~rbitrary d E #'~" the computed solution for t:m'~h~ M G .,, m,,, 
.: .... _  (.~.r,.i:r) T solves a nearby s)stem /(4= = [t with ;~;/E,#"+"/~ ~,,+,,), where 
!',ATI - MII,/[~,MII and I][1 -dl[/l id]] are small for some norm I] [] [3,1 I]. Sligh~'y 
m.t~,.tifying Rigal and Gaches' definition [13], for a computed solution .~ we 
detine tixc normwlsc backward error q(~.) as 
(IIAMII IIA,£11,) I Itt(:') = rain r ~__, 
where 'he set :~; is delined by 
?'; = {(AM.  Ad) • (M + AM)=" = d + &t" } 
AM E .#~'" ' "~ " i,,, ~,,). Ad E .#"'" " 
By (Ref. [17]. Remark 3.5), ~,~(-) can be expressed by 
(1.4) 
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lid - M~II~ ( I .5)  
Igll;-iir:ll.; + ldi! 12, 
A small q(2) means that the computed solution ..; is the exact solution of a 
slightly perturbed linear system Mz = d with ,Q E .#l,,+,,)x~,,-,,~. Consequently, 
the formula (1.5) is useful for testing the stability of algorithms f~r solving the 
system (I.1). (See Ref. [11] for the notion of the stability of algorithms and the 
general definition of backward errors.) 
However, the KKT system (I.1) is a structured system. Since the coefficient 
matrix M of the system (!.!) i~ symmetric, we may require that the perturbed 
matrices M are symmetric too (see Ref. [4] for the strong stability of algorithms 
for solving symmetric linear systems); but the coefficient matrix M of the 
system (1.1) has a more special structure A natural requirement is that the 
perturbed matrices M E .g",,,,,,. Bunch [3] defines th,at an algorithm for solving 
Eq. (1.1) is strongly stable if for each M ~_ .#',,, ~,, and for arbitrary d ~_ .~"'"' the 
computed solution 5 solves a nearby system Mz = d with/fl E .~¢,,, +,,. Thus, it 
may well be asked: Whether a stable algorithm for solving KKT systent:; is also 
strongly stable? In otiler words, if M E .~',,~,, and q(-) is small, whether it does 
necessarily follow that .~ solves a nearby K KT system'? 
To answer this question we need the notion of structured backward erro.,'s. 
Higham and Higham [10] define the structured componentwise backward error 
of structured linear systems and show how to compute it when the structure 
comprises linear dependence on a set of parameters. (Note that the KKT 
system (1.1) is such a structured linear system that the structure comprises 
linear dependence on a set of parameters.) Let (.tl Ft ) be a computed solution 
of the KKT sys~'.em (i.1). We now define the normwisc s~ructured backward 
error qK(Yc, ~.") of the system (!.1) with respect o (.~r,.0')r by 
,1,,(~,~) IIHIIF' IIAIIF' II1'1_,' Ilcll= .,' (i.6) 
where the set d is defined by 
{AH, AA. Ab, At}" 
(A + AA) T 0 .f, 
-- \ c + Ac " A t t  r = A l l  
(i.7) 
From the definition we see that a small qK(~',.~) means that the computed 
solution :' = (.U,pr) v is the exact solution ol'a slightly perturbed linear system 
Mz = d with h,7/E ,e" 
~i¢  m + H " 
In this paper we shall derive :~. computable formula of the structured 
backward error qK(.i',p), and show that if M E .#,,,+,, and the unstructured 
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backward error ~1(.~) is small, it does not necessarily follow that ,~ solves a 
nearby KKT system. 
For deriving a computable formula of ~lh. (J:, ~), we now define rl 1°'~-4'I (.~',.~) by 
,l(+"~t')(X -,!~) = min e II(IIAHIIt-,0IIAAII:,;.'I,kbII,,ItIIAeII,,)[I2, (1.8) 
" { A l l .A+.!  .Ah.Ac } ~ " 
where the set ?~'~ i': defined by Eq. (1.7), and O,;.,p are positive parameters. 
Moreover, we define ~/~"~(~,y') by 
¢"(.~.~)= rain II(mn,0z )llv, (I .9) 
t A l l .A . t )CE .  
where the set ~. is defined by 
¢ ( H+AH 
i, (AH'AA)" (,4 + z~) T ,+ +,+=++ 
{1.1o) 
Note that the parameters 0.2 and It in Eqs. 11.8) and +1.9) allow us some 
flexibility: for example, taking 0 --+ ~c forces Ab = 0 in Eq. (1.9) giving the case 
where only ti is perturbed: moreover, if H & 0, A 4: 0, h ¢: 0 and c :/: 0, then 
taking 
0. 
giving 
S l l ,  (.i, ,f') ~::: 
=-+ Ii/tl!,..tll., ll+ ., --=--IlHIl,:-/lit, ll=, tt, = IIHIl;../l!cll.+, ( I .11)  
I 
. . . . . .  ~l'"" " "'(.t..f'). (I. 12) 
Ilttll, 
In Section 2 we pre:,ent some Lemmas. In Section 3 we derive an explicit 
expression of tl~"'(.t..f'), which is then used to derive an explicit expression of 
t/t+' ":" (.+,-, f ) in Section 4. In Section 5 we use simple examples to show the 
following tacts: (i) the ratio ~lhC.L.f')/~l(') may be arbitrarily large in the worst 
case: (ii)a stub~e algorith~n for solving KKT systems is not necessarily strongly 
stable. Conseque+ltly, the computable Ibrmula of the structured backward er- 
ror ~/h.(.i', f.) may bc useful for testing the strong stability of practical algorithms 
for solving KKT systems. 
2. Lemmas 
The Ibllowing knowrl results will be used in Section 3. 
' + . -A'" aml g C .'A" he ~riven. Dl[~/il'~(" Leilnma 2 . t . l .e l  / C ." , , 
.'r = {X ~ .~'"+" : fr,x" = f} .  
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Then .~" ¢ 0 (the empty set) (f and onO' (ll/'and g sati.~fv g f t . f  = .~,, amt h; the case 
o f  :~ ¢ O, any X E .~" can be expressed hy 
X = .fr'gX + (1 - f / .t  )Z, 
where Z E .~'×", .ft denotes the Moore-Penrose #werse o . t f  
Lemma 2.2. Let  b, c E ~" be given. Dk,[ine 
.~  = {H E .~"×" : H T= H. Fib = c}. 
Then .g~ ¢ 0 land  only (['b and c ~wti~l~v cbtb = c, amt ht the case o.f ./i # O, any 
H E ~ can be expressed I~v 
H = cb t + (cbt) T - (b~lrcThh t + (1 - bhi)T( l  - hb~). 
where T E .~¢"~" and T v = T. 
Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 are special cases of Lemmas 1.3 and 1.4, of Ref. [16], 
respectively. 
Lemma 2.3. Let F E .#'~", G E/,¢"':q, K C .~?pxq he giz'en, atut ~'t X. = F ~KG i. 
Thor 
min J FXG-  KJl -= [[Io:~'.G- K[ ,... 
X ~. ~"'" , t '  
Lemrna 2.3 is a corollary o!'a resuil due to Penrose (see ...~.~, ,, Ret'. [14], oh. II!, 
Theorem 1.4). 
Lemma 2.4. Let cb be a .~:Vmmt'trk' positit,e th:lim~e matrix e.vpressed h;' 
O= ( ~l,,, + fl~a;~, _~.~yr ) 
- ~.vx ,'L, + ~.~'~ 
where 2 E .~", ;' E sr , and ~ 1~, ', 5, are real scalars, i ,  wt, it'h ~, fl. , > O. Let 
,= ,0 '=(  9'''q,:; 7~"'~),y.~.,. 9',, E .#"""' 
Then 
where qJ is defined by 
(3.1) 
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Let 
u =.;-/11.~il2, ,' == r,,/li-+'tl2. . '  =.f'/ l lkl l2, (3.5) 
and choose U2 E ,¢,,,~t,,--~) so that the matrix U = iu, U2) is orthogonal. Then 
from Eq. (3.4) 
( ) + +m 11~411~ = I[r+[I2 + IIt];/ll;, zc  (3.6) 
IIXlI2 
Moreover, using Eq. (3.5) we get 
AH = (,.,.,,T + "'¢)III-+112 -- (Sd,'t, + ~T/.~.)////T/II,II~ 
-(t..],U2TZ+¢u v + uprZTu2uT)/II~I[2 + [.6~TTU2U2 T, .+. 
/ a (l' -- Zw) T U2 U v AHU ~, u I ( , , -  z.,) uIru: I/, 
where 5 is defined by 
+~ --.= (i:r,,'~, - )~'++i II.:,!,-),+' 2 
Tiaus, 
IIAL+ !~,; = i',7 . . . .  +if" ¢+ ~!'. ~, +- zw)'i" , ' - i' U.tT: " 17-." 
Combining Eqs, (3.6i and i3.g) with Eq. (l.9j give', 
.,) 
( t (.t..,~) = ,>- -+- +r" ll>:i+:' ,,. ++ "+"" ' + 
where 
I I :  
z(z) = [ (¢~.u? , , ,  o) - u~!z (~, , , .  -o&) i ! , .  
Applying Lemma 2.3 to z(Z), we get 
. ,, ~i(0) min ztZ)= z~z.. ), 
ZE.~Cm" ,, 
where 
,+,  ( )( .. .... ++ u2(¢ - :  c' r~.. o) v~, , '  / .  - 
¢,) " -OL ,  
Substituting it into Eq. (3.10) yields 
2,  2 t, u~ ,,li~ 
rain z (Z)= ,. 
z~,+ ..... o: ~- 21twll" 
0 +- +-,,'""'11~-- 
(3.7) 
(3 . to)  
(3. t~) 
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Thus, from Eqs. (3.9) and (3.11) 
[.l"i 'x v ~ IIr<il: 20'llUJvit~ (3.12) 
L" t',.-)] = ~ + 0 ~ Ilil!_, + 02 +-----2:lwll--]" 
Finally, substituting Eqs. (3.5) and (3.7) i'..ato Eq. (3.12), and observing that 
T "~ ~-f I1~ r~ll.; - I I (Z, --xx )r,,ll_; -IIr~ll~ - (2Tr~)2/11211~, 
we get the expression (3.1). El 
Remark 3.2. It is assumed in Theorem 3.1 that .~ ¢ 0. We now assume 2 = 0. 
There are two cases: (i) .i = 0 and f = 0. In this case, if b = 0 and c = 0 then 
q/ol(:?,fi) = 0; otherwise go = 0. (ii) .i = 0 but 37 # 0. In this case, if c = 0 then 
ol°!(5<,P) - Ollr~i12/llfil12, otherwise do = O. 
4. Expressions ,~f Ilioa4'/(, )
Let (2T, fT) r with .~ # 0 be a computed solution of the system (1.1~. Define 
the resid'aals rl,,r,, and the aealar 3 by Eqs. 13.2) and (3.7), and define Po, P;.,P~, 
by 
~,,= 0'11~11; + 211.~lla, o~ = ,.llXlI5 + I, p,, =/11~11, + o "~, (4.1) 
where O, 2,/, are positive parameters. 
Theorem 4.1. Let (:~r, fiT~T with 2 ¢ 0 be a computed solution of the system (1.1), 
and let ~ll°'~'"l(i,~) be the backward error &fined by Eq. (1.11). Moreover, define 
the vectors u!O, 2,1~) and¢(O,,',y} by 
I [Op , ,  202.~T,'h ,Sll.ill3(~ "o,, 2/,211;'11; ) 
u(o.;.. , ,)- II.ill~ ~ ;?p,, L 2o: + 
v(0, ).,/~) = 
) 
,2  : .  I~- 2 " (,W,l-~ii~, ' O: ' r r , ) .  02 
P,,(P;.P,, + 2:lb:,l,; ). y---r,..p,, 
(~,'p,, + 2o2)(p~.p,, + ,:'llv!!.:~ 
202 
..:." p,~ -~ 20" r~. (4.2) 
where rh, r,, 6, Po, P,;, p,  are defined by Eqv (3.2}, t3.7) and (4.1), and ~. ~, are 
defi :ed by 
t'b = rh + u(O, ;,.. !t), ~',. ~- r~ + v(O, 2. ~,). (4.3) 
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Then qi°;~')(.L))) can be expressed by 
q¢"""'(.~,Y) = 2-'11u(0,;.,~,)115 +uZltv(0,Ll,)!!; + ~. TI iI  
+ 
lk ) ]li]12 + p,,ll~ll~ 
Proof. By the definition (1.8)and the expression (3.1), we have 
[ ]- ql°:~'~'!(2,.i') = min z(Ab, Ac), 
Ah E .JW 
Ac E ~I~ 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
where 
,.) 
" \ I1~1! "~, / ( )" + 0 ~ I1~:. + AclI2 
11-~112 
") ~ '  II I I 2 )2  , "  20"l(li.tti2,~;, + Abl] - (~V(r:, + Ab))-] 
+ . (4.6) l~ 0 ]p - , I., 
Ixll, 
Elementary calculations ~:,ive 
,Ab.A, . )  : q'"'(k, 91 + ,A,. ¢' ,- 2 g" (4.7) 
"" , Ac Ac h ' 
where qlo!(.t,p) is expressed by Eq. (3.1), the vectors g and h have the expres- 
sions 
and 
with 
1 ( ) " T 20211~11; 1 , 6 20"~ rt, ~+ rt, , h -  ,(-6f '+O'r, .) ,  
P,, P,, I1~11; " 
¢011 Oh'. ) 
q' = ¢~., q'22 
(4.8) 
¢ , , = z" l,,, + ~ + (1 , , , )  
k~ v f.,fi 0 2 
¢b,2 = 11~114 ' , g'22 = l,:l. + J~-~,.2~-FS~J~ + II~ii~ I.. 
(4.9) 
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The expressions of Eq. (4.9) imply that • is a symmetric positive definite 
matrix. Therefore, from Eqs. (4.5) and (4.7) we get 
T ], 
¢"~' ( .~ ,~)  = In' '~(~,p)  - h h ' 
(0,2,10 . (0,24~). and the minimum in Eq. (4.5) is achieved at Abmi n and/.XCmi n 
Abram =-~-~ g (4.10) 
~.  (o , ;4~1 " 
/--~enlin 
"~ 2 
lJ - 2ll~ll: - °2lI-~l[~, ~,= P,___2_: ¢ = ~1 (4.11) 
Define ~,/3, y, ~ by 
20" 
P0 
and let 
~y = ~/~_l = (~ull ~/'t., ') (4.12) ~T ~22 / " 
Then by Eqs. (4.9) and (4. II), the matrix • can be expressed by 
~l~=( :tl"+ l`~yd'T~ --r - ~'~f" ) 
-,;.vx 7L, + ~py, r ; 
and by Lcmtna 2.4, the submatrices ~P,~ have the expressions (2. I). Substituting 
Eq. (4.1 I) into Eq. (2.1), and using elementary calculations, we get 
( , , . , )  , ,2  
~(7 + ~l.vll~) + ~.[/~(, + ~!l.C'll~) - ~,L~ll.;lllxll.; /,~ - pap,, + z'l l~ll,,  
' )2 
. , ,  _. = :, 2 2t~211~11; - t p,, ., 
1¢(3' ÷ ¢11)113) ~,11.~11, = ~ +/~¢11~11z2 - ¢11~11"2 = z-. 
tO0 
Combining the relations with Eqs. (4.8), (4.10) and (4.12) shows that 
Ah ~°';'j'* - u(O,2.y), ,, ~0.,4,i _ r(0,2,#), (4.13) 
" n l i t l  ~ / '~£ 'n l i l l  
where u(O, 2,/t) and t~(0,,;.,t~) are defined by Eq. (4.2). Finally, substituting 
Eq. (4.13) into Eqs. (4.5) and {4.6) gives the expression (4.4). El 
Remark 4.2. It is assumed in Theorem 4.1 that .i- ~ 0. We now assume 5," = 0. 
There are two cases: (i) ?i. = 0 and f, = 0. In this case, we have 
¢"~"'~(-~,.f') = V z'lublI5 + l~211cll~. 
(ii) .~ = 0 but ~ .~ 0. ~n this case, it can be proved (Ref. [17], (3.18)) that 
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where r =- b -  .45'. 
0"zllyll5 112 ,, ,,2 
"1 ~ "11 ai . , . ; ,  
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5. Comparison of ¢k(, ) with q() 
Let 2. = (.~T,)3T) x with nonzero ;c be a computed solution of the KKT system 
(I.i). Let q(_~) be the unstructured backward error defined by Eq. (1.4), and 
q~:(.~', f) be the structured backward error defined by Eqs. (|.6) and (1.7)o From 
the definitions we see that q~.(~,.~) t>q(~.). In this section we shall show two 
facts (see Facts 5.1 and 5.2 belew). 
Fact 5.1. The ratio qr(Yc, p)/q(k) may be arbitrarily large in the worst case. 
Assume that H ¢ 0 and A -¢ 0. By Eqs. (1.5), (I.3) and (3.2), q(~) can be 
expressed by 
Ilrbll; + P", I17 (5.1) 
,/(e) = Ilbll' + ;  Ilcll2., + (llttllF' + ~tlAII~-)(" Ilxli3- ' + IIPlI_;) 
Moreover, by Eqs. (I.1 I), (i.12) and (4.4), we have 
II;: I1., . (5.2) 
,t^.(.i,?) ~ IIAII,..II~II.~ 
From Eqs. (5.1) and (5.2) we get 
,/K(~,Y) >~ IIHIIt-IIPlI., I1~, 112 . (5.3) 
,1(~) IIAII~.II~I ~, V/~,'~II~ + II,',.ll] 
"~ [ I  ,,2 ,,'~ Consequently, if I[r,.I]2 and ~/llrblj2 + IIr,.ll] are the scalars of the same order of 
magnitude, and if 
I lnl FIIIA!!r >> 1. IIPli.,./IIX'II., >> I, 
then qK(Yc,~,)/q('2) >> I. The following examp!e illustr'~tes the fact. 
Example 5.1. Consider the I,~IKT :,y,~,~cm (1.1) v.,it~ 
(, o) , ) t :  
H = 0 l0 k ' A - I ' 
b = (10 k, O) t, c = -1 
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for some natural number k. The exact solution of the system is x = (0, l)V and 
y = 10 k. Let £, = (JT,3~T)T with 
.~ = (-10 -/, 1) T, .13-- 10 k 
be an approximate solution of the system (1.1), where l is a natural number. 
Then there are the inequalities 
IIHIIF/IIAIIF > lob/v/2, 1~1/11~112 >i lO ~. (5.4) 
Moreover, by Eq. (3.2), we have 
V/Hrb rb --(10-' ,  0) w, r~ = 10-', I1~ + Ilrcll~-- V/2 × t0-'; (5.5) 
and by Eqs. (1.11), (3.7), (4.1)-(4.3), we have 
0, .~ 10k/v~ ' , z , z  1, 
3 
p;.. ~ 2, p, .  ,~ ~ × 102t', 
/.t, ,~ IO n 6 .-~-10 k-I 
v(0., 2.,/~.) ~ -10-~/2, 
and 
/:,, = r,. + v(0.,A.,p.) ,~ 10-t/2. 
Combining Eqs. (5.4)-(5.6) with Eq. (5.3) gives 
qK(~',P) > 10 2~ 
~>> I if 
q(~) ~ 4 
k>>l .  
(5.6) 
Fact 5.2. A stable algorithm for solving KKT systems is not necessarily 
',, 3ngly stable. This fact will be shown by the following numerical example. All 
c;,:nputations were perl'ormed using MATLAB, version 4.2c. The relative 
r.tachine precision is 2.22 x 10 -16. 
Example 5.2. Consider the KKT system (1.1) with 
H = DPD,  A = 
¢r0 0 10-s~ 
0 1 0 
1 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
~o o o j  
b .__ 
¢' 108~ 
10 
0 
0 
0 
where 
¢ --- 
(o) 
0 
0 
D = diag(l, 5, 10, 50, 100, 10 4), P = ~,j), ( i+ j -  2)! 
Pij -- (i - l)!(j - 1)[" 
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The matrix P is the 6 x 6 Pascal matrix (Ref. [11], Section 26.4). Note that the 
coefficient matrix of the KKT system is nonsingular. Using Gaussian elimi- 
nation with partial pivoting (see [9,18]) we get a computed solution 
~, = (~-r, ~i)r with 
/-1.981755095876233 x 10-°9~ 
8.881814012560996 x 10 -17 
1.203780667871957 x 10 -o8 ~= 
--3.591524463315291 x 0 -09 ' 
1.023318768968183 x 10 -09 
-2.128375254688915 x 10 -12 / 
-1.254376524219852 x l0 - °7 )  
)5 = 9.999999875977887 x 10 +oo . 
9.999999999999998 x 10 ÷l° 
By Eq. (5.1) we get 
~(~) ~ 8.1 x 10 TM, 
which coincides with the known result that Gaussian elimination with partial 
pivoting on the class of nonsingular matrices is stable [3]. On the other hand, 
by Eqs. (1.11), (1.12) and (4.4) we get 
which means that Gaussian elimination with partial pivoting for solving KKT 
systems is not strongly stable. Consequently, the computable formula of the 
structured backward error ~/r(,~,)~) may be useful for testing the strong stability 
of practical algorithms for solving KKT systems. 
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